
Raahgiri Day- Freedom on the streets
Raahgiri Day is India’s first car-free resident activity that started in Gurgaon on Nov 17, 2013. The
development was considered and is trademarked with the Raahgiri Foundation, comprising of local
inhabitants from five associations- I Am Gurgaon, EMBARQ India, Heritage School Gurgaon, Duplays
Gurgaon, Pedalyatri. It was not long from there on that this was organised as a weekly event – that
closes paths to automobiles for the purpose of conservative and element transport, arrived on the
planet’s second greatest city, New Delhi. The NDMC together with the New Delhi Police Office
drove the recreation center in encouraging auto free Sundays in the inner circle of New Delhi’s
Connaught Put each  clash of clans hack  week, beginning thirteenth July 2014. Broadening the
improvement from Gurgaon, color switch hack  masses 800,000 people, to New Delhi, people 22
million, has surely been a monstrous hop, one that exhorts us that reorienting urban regions around
people – not cars – is achievable.

On twelfth July,  2015, this development finished one year in Connaught Place.  Moving from a
turnout of 5000 individuals, on first Raahgiri Day in Connaught  marvel future fight hack  place, to
20,000  individuals  and  extending  to  Dwarka,  Rohini  and  East  Delhi  territories  in  Delhi,  the
development has demonstrated an enormous development. This has likewise begun New Delhi on a
critical way towards fighting air contamination and enhancing general wellbeing, and moved all of
India one stage nearer towards being a model of manageable urban improvement for other rising
economies.

Delhi is fighting air defilement that is more loathsome than Beijing while at the same  clash of clans
hack  time finding that under 5% of women feel safe in the city’s open spaces. Pioneers have been
viably filtering for imaginative ways to deal with exhibit its tenants that it is possible, with open
sponsorship, to make the megacity more liveable. With Raahgiri Day, it shows up the answer has
been found. Walkers play chicken with truck drivers, who avoid SUVs, which serve to keep up a vital
separation from unhurried stray dairy cows. Clearly, there is an astounding nonattendance of rules
and regulations, inciting inestimable fatalities consistently. As a sign of headway, more roads are
being composed for higher speeds and segment line rangers hack of jobs, a slip that coordinators
have made on and on in various spots.

It is clear that there is a need of more open spaces. Instantly, run of the mill Sundays, will no more
be sold out. People rather than feeling detached in perspective of nonappearance of open space will
now have the ability to do things, animating people to leave their shells and into the spotlight of
their gathering.
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